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In this essay, Catsambasexplorestheoretical
conceptsbehindthe currentdebate on govemment growth,public sectorinefficiency,and the
roleof fiscalpolicy with a view to raisingthe
most importantissuesrelevantfor fiscal policy.
He examinestheoriesof publicsectorgrowth,
the evaluationof benefitsfrom government
spending,and the responseof the privatesector
to govenmment
activities.

benefits,as perceivedby citizens.Woulda wellto-docitizen, whocould afford privatesecurity
gaards, make the same evaluationaboutpublic
securitythat a poor citizen wouldmake? In
general,what considerationsaffecta person's
desire for a givenamountof public spending,
and what are the importantparametersthat
analystsshouldtake into accountin their investigation?

Three principalreasonshave beensuggested
to explain publicsectorgrowth: conscious
govemmentchoices,politicalpressurefrom
interestgroups,and the self-interestof bureaucracies.One may ask: Is the growthof the public
sectora responseto public demandor the result
of govenmuentwaste and inefficiency?In terms
of the agent-principaltheory,bureaucratswho
are supposedto serveas agents for citizensmay
not necessarilydo so - - which is where waste
comnesin. If bureaucratsare interestedin the
nonpecuniarybenefitsof their bureaus,they will
have an incentiveto maximizetheir activitiesand
budgetaryallocationratherthan their operating
efficiency.

Catsambasalso exploresthe issuesbehind
the privatesector's responseto government
activitiesand argues againsta mechanistic
approachto the interactionbetween theprivate
and the public sector.Unlessdecisionmakersare
relativelycertainabouthow citizensevaluate
govemmentactions,citizensmay respondin a
waythat nullifiesthe governmentaction.
Catsambasconcludesthat more empirical
workis neededon measuringcitizens' response
to public sectoractivities.And fiscalpolicy,
especiallyon expenditures,should be modeled
on a disaggregatedbasis to isolatehypotheses
aboutpotentialprivate sectorresponsesto
individualpublicprograms.

In discussingthe evaluationof public
programs,Catsambasfocuseson the "true"
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1.

Introduction

In the sphere of economic theory two major developmentshave marked the evolution
of economic reasoning in the past two decades: First, the integration of macroeconomics
with microeconomics,or, alternatively, the increasinglydeeper investigationof individual
behavior as a prerequisite for macroeconomicanalysis. Second, the renewed interest in the
fundamentalprinciples of politicaleconomy, especiallyin the area of public economics.
Examples of the first developmentwould be the theory of rational expectations, which
explains economic behavior under perfect rationality and perfect foresight, and the principalagent relationship, which seeks to explain economic behavior when the actions of individuals
are interrelated in a world of costly and imperfectinformation. An example of the second
developmentwould be the theory of public choice, which has gained wider recognition since
1986 as the area for which the Nobel Prize in Economicswas awarded that year.
In the sphere of economicpolicy, particularlyfiscal policy, attention in the recent past
has focused on the growth of the public sector and the effectivenessof fiscal measures within
the context of stabilizationpolicy. Combiningelements of classical macroeconomictheory
with stiands of recent theoreticaladvances, researchers have attempted to analyze, first, the
reasons behind the observed growth of governmentand, second, the circumstancesunder
which fiscal policy does or does not have a desirable impact on macroeconomicactivity.
This essay discusses the conceptualissues behind the current lively, and sometimes
controversial, debate on governmentgrowth, public sector inefficiency, and the role of fiscal
policy. It does not provide cut-and-dryanswers to policy questions--ifonly because many
issues remain unansweredand a lot of research is still going on. The purpose of this article
is to provide a guided tour in some of the most advancedareas of current econornicthinking
and to explore their implicationsfor future policy guidelines.
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The growth of Government

Much attention has been given to the questionof public sector growth in recent
In this century public expendituresin nearly all countries have grown faster than
national income and, in many cases, the growth of government has acceleratedafter World
War II. At the same time, there have been large disparities in levels and rates of growth in
governmentacross countries. Why has governmentexpendituregrown relatively faster than
GNP? Why does the size of the public sector begin to grow at a more rapid rate at a
particular point in time? What explains the differencesobserved among countries?
years.2

Many authors have tried to answer these and similar questions with varying degrees
of success. The main obstacleshave been conceptualissues related to the nature of
governmentactivities, and difficultiesin measuringpublic sector output. Nonetheless,three
principal reasons have emerged as possibleexplanationsof public sector growth:
(a) conscious social choices of governments, (b) pressures from interest groups, and (c) the
role of the bureaucracy.
By the term "social choices " we mean the conscious decision by Governmentsto
provide an increasingly larger amount of goods and services through the Governmentbudget.
Until the early 1970s the expansionof public sector activities took place within a stable
economicenvironmentand against the background of historically unprecedentedrates of
economic growth. The primary concern of Governments,especially those of newly formed
nations, was to improve living standards and consolidategains in social equity. The
principal issues during the decades of the 50s, 60s and early 70s were how to rank national
priorities and how to divide the growth dividend. However, very few people questioned the
desirability of state expansion. It was not until the two oil crises of the mid- and late-70s
that the external financial constraints led many countries to re-evaluatethe role of the public
sector.
By the term "pressures from interest groups" we mean budgetary decisions that are
based not on economic but, rather, on politicalcriteria. Unlike the private arena, where
profit maximizationand the promotion of marketableskills are the basic criteria for decisionmaking processes, governmentsrespond to ballots and political influence. The existence of
interest groups--from small businessassociationsto powerful petroleum conglomerates--may
influence adversely the efficiencyof governmentproduction. If legislation is influencedby
pressure groups, there is an obvious suspicionof "pork-barrel" spendingon special interests
at the expense of prudent fiscal management.
Finally, the "role of the bureaucracy" in the growth of the public sector has been
receiving increasing attention since the publicationof the influential book by Niskanen
2/

Jack Diamond [19891 provides a concise treatment of a basic theoretical model, which is empirically tested in the
Group of Scven countries. Among the many works in this area, classic texts include the contributions by Niskanen
[19711 and Buchanan and Tullock [19851. A recent analysis with many theoretical insights may be found in
Schultze [19921.

[19711,which formalized the behavior of government bureaus in organizing the production of
goods and services. Accordingto his analysis, bureaucrats have no incentivesin running an
efficient operation, since they cannot keep the "profits" that accrue to their own bureaus. C i
the other hand, the prestige and often money income itself are positively associated with the
size of the bureau. Based on such considerations,Niskanenargues, bureau heads try to
maximize the size of the organizationwhich they control, usually at the expense of efficiency
considerations. Such behavior, if actually descriptiveof reality, may imply spendinga much
larger amount than necessary to provide a given amount of output, since bureaus intend to
maximize revenue, rather than profits from their sales.
3.

Waste in Government: The principal-agentrelationship

This reasoning of bureaucraticbehavior, which in its earlier form was described by
Niskanen, was given a new thrust under the approach known as the principal-2gentrelation
in the literature of economic theory. In its simplest form, the agency relationship involves
the presence of two individuals,of whom one depends on the action of another. The
individualtaking the action is called the agent. The affected party is the principal. The
principal determines a rule that specifies a pay-off for the agent as a function of the latter's
action. The problem acquires interest when there is uncertaintyabout the outcome of the
agent's action and when the informationavailable to the two participantsis costly and
unequal.3
Informationasymmetriesplay a pervasiverole in the principal-agerntrelation and its
implicationsfor economic efficiency. Agents typically know more about their .r ;ks than
their principals and, therefore, may have an incentive to hide or distort information so as to
serve their interests best. For instance, if the decision to contain government spendir.g
centers on specific programs, it is usually the bureaucraticexperts supplyingthe program
themselves who can define the cost of obtaininga given level of output. If the Bureau has
(collectivelyor individually)a vested interest in retaining a high level of cost, its monopoly
nature would help it achieve its goal, because the legislature usually has no other supplier of
the goods and services with which to compare costs.
At a more findamental level, it is possibleto conceive of principal-agentrelationships
where agents favor difierent principals from thc3e whose interests are supposed to serve ! If
the government is the agent and the citizens are the principal, the agency relation may
produce detrimental results for the intended principal, if the agent actually caters to the
wrong principal: regulatory agencies may cater to their industries instead of consumers,
Ministriesof Defense to their contractorsinstead of citizens. Along the same lines, if the
citizen-principal is unable to devise and implement appropriate incentives for the
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The conceptsof the principal-agentapproach,as well as somespecificexamplesused in this section,are drawn
from Pratt and Zeckhauser[19851.

-4 government-agent,the latter may lack the motivation(let alone competence)to structure
itself so as to produce efficiently.
Such considerations, and many other similar issues that the theory of public choice
attempt to address, could possiblyprovide the answer to some characteristic examples of
excessivelylarge outlays in the provision of public services. One may well wonder: is the

observedrise in the nationalincomeshareof thepublic sectorthe resultof a conscious
responseto privatedemand,or doesit simplyreflectinefficiencyand wastagein governrmtnt?
Could it be the case that the increase in governmentactivity does not reflect a higher flow of
services in any meaningful sense, but is simply the accountingresult of production
inefficiencies? In many cases the beneficiariesof governmentprograms would be utterly
surprised to find out the actual cost of a governmentalservice compared with their own
perception of the benefit. In other words, there may be a large discrepancybetween an
individual's own evaluation of benefits and the cost of provision of the relevant good or
service. Since public output is usually measuredby the inputs used in its production,
excessive costs may also provide the wrong signals for the allocationof resources during
the budgetary process. The transmissionof individuals' demand for public services may thus
be frustrated in two ways: first, by the failure of the market mechanism;and second, by the
conscious manipulationof governmentby bureaucrats to their own benefit. The question
therefore arises: What are the criteria in assessinggovernmentactivities? How could one
measure the importanceof public programs to the eyes of the citizens?
4.

The evaluationof public output

These questions are not new in public finance. Economistshave tried for decades to
devise a scientificmethod for evaluatinggovernment spending. The difficultiesin measuring
individualpreferences for public programs arise because there are no markets, no sales, and
no prices in the realm of the governmentsector. Analysts would have to depend on somt
indirect expression of personal preferences to assess the contributionof governmentoutput to
an individual's utility function. But this is not only a measurementproblem. When we are
asked to comment on a governmentactivity, we are likely to take a stance derived not only
from our interpretationof the actual economic role of the state as a supplier of goods and
services, but also from our value judgements concerningthe p
politicalrole of the state
in such matters. In oti--r words, the evaluationof public output frequently includes elements
of both positive and jormativeeconomics. It is not surprising, therefore, that many public
finance experts remain skepticalabout the feasibilityof such an evaluation. In the words of
a noted researcher in this area, "the analyst who tries to evaluate governmentspending is
embarking upon a quest for fool's gold. "I
Yet the importance of assessing individualpreferences for governmentactivity cannot
be underestimated. Within the framework of an agency relationship, one may identify
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-5different levels of interaction: on the one hand, the agents-politiciansare interested in
knowing the wishes of the principals-votersin order to slant budget expenditures in a way
that meets the wishes of a majority. On the other hand, the agents-bureaucratsare also
interested in the preferences of the principals-citizens in order to gauge the behavior of their
own bureaus against the wishes of the population. If, as noted earlier, there is a discrepancy
between the principals the bureaucrats are supposed to serve and those they actually serve
(as, for example, in the case of a regulatory agency and the respective industry), any major
deviation of the Bureau's behavior from the majority's wishes is certain to put the agentsbureaucrats in the spotlight. We therefore observe two direct and one inuirect level of
interaction between the principals (citizens-voters)and their agents ' ,liticians and
bureaucrats): directly the politiciansare expected to favor those projects that are likely to
generate a working majority within a well-definedpolitical process. Also directly, the
bureaucrats are expected to rank highly those governmentactivities that explicitly or
implicitly would enhance their own pecuniary or nonmonetarybenefits. At the same time,
indirectly the bureaucratsare constrainedby the politicalprocess, which reflects the
influence of the electorate through the direct agency relationshipbetween politicians and
voters.
This analysis highlightsthe primary difficulty in evaluating public output, namely that
in a complexdynamic society there are multiple norms and multiplejudges. It is nearly
impossibleto provide an evaluativr frameworkwithout a set of value judgements. The
analyst must first accept a normativemodel of "what ought to be", before he embarks on an
assessmentof the results. This would still be but only the first step. Following the choice
of norms, the analyst would have to select a series of indicators that liest approximate the
performance to be evaluated. And at the end, he would have to quantify the indicators in a
measurableway. There are many pitfalls along the way, the most important being the
determinationof a particular indicator by individualvalues. Technicians (economists,
analysts, policy advisors) may find themselvesinfluencedin their choice of indicators by
their own complex value judgementsregardless of how much they would like to believe that
they are making a choice on technical grounds alone.
Thinking in terms of a principal-agentapproach helps us at least clarify the issues and
appreciate the choices with which we are faced. We can identify the three Musgravian
characterizationsof budget theory--allocative,distributive, and stabilizational--withthe
principal actors involved in the decision-makingprocess. Politicians, as agents for the
citizens, their principals, are presumablyinterested in all three effects of public spending. In
practice, however, they delegate the allocative function to the bureaucrats, who are also
supposed to serve as agents for the citizens, but may not necessarilydo so. This is where
concerns about waste in government may arise. The law makers may establish overseeing
agencies to monitor public programs, but the actual process is left in the hands of the
bureaucrats themselves, who are the sole suppliersof governmentgoods and services. As a
result, bureaucrats have considerableleeway in deciding the cost of a given level of output.
At the same time, politiciansare more concerned with the stabilizationand
distributionalaspects of macroeconomicpolicy, although with varying degrees of interest,

- 6dependingon the current concerns of their constituencies. It is clear, however, that given
the mutually beneficial aspects of the agency relationship,the politiciansare genuinely
interested to know the wishes of their voters and how a particular governmentprogram is
likely to affect their economic welfare. Let us assume that bureaucrats do no deviate from
their agency obligations, that they serve the interests' of their original princinals and that in
so doing tfley try to achieve a Pareto-optimalproduction of output. The question then
formally becomes: If we abstract from allocative considerations, can we determine the
distributionaland tabilizationaleffects of governmentexpenditures, after allowancefor the
behavioral responses of individuals? In other words, assumingthat the government is
responsive to the welfare of its citizens, what would be the implicationsof acceptingthe
norms of the principals in the evaluationof public output? After all, in a democratic society,
citizens are the ultimate principals.
5.

Public output and private decisions

In accepting the citizens' welfare as a criterion for the evaluationof government
activity, we are reverting to one of the oldest problems in public finance. A! the same time,
we are introducing a new important element, that of behavioral changes as a resdlt of
governmentactivity. When individualobjectivefunctions are specified, alternativepolicies
can be evaluatedin terms of their effects on the individuals' welfare. It is the latter aspect of
the analysis that has given new life to an otherwise well-researchedarea of public economies.
We shall use two specific examplesin order to highlightthe fundamentalsof the argument.
As far as income distribution is concerned, the evaluation of governmentprograms by
private citizens depends both on the implicit price they will have to pay in the form of taxes
and on the substitutabilitybetween a public program and a privately available service. A
classic example is police protection. How would the citizens of a communityevaluate a
proposed increase in spending for an expandedpolice force? Assumingthat private
individualsrationally expect the increasedcost to be covered by additional tax revenue,
people with higher incomes (and, presumably, wealth) would evaluate the proposal more
favorably than the lower-incomepopulation. This conclusionrests on rather weak rationality
assumptions, namely that people expect a higher police force to be more effective in
protecting their property and that individualshave a declining marginal utility of income so
that, the higher the income, the lower the disutility from the taxes they pay. But it also rests
on the strong assumption that public consumptionis independentof pnvate consumption.
For if individualsare able to substituteprivate protection (in the form of a security system
or, in extreme cases, through private guards) for public protection, it is unclear that they
would evaluate the benefits of an enlarged police force as highly as before. This reasoning,
therefore, casts doubt on an early argument in this area, namely that a higher-income
individualwould benefit more from a public good and that, therefore, a higher provision of
public goods may have adverse distributionalimplications. The example of the police force
may obviously be extended to a whole range of nonexhaustivepublic programs with similar
implications.

-7 The importance of such considerationsfor the effects of governmentactivity on
income distribution has led many researchers to attempt to devise ways to measure the
perceived benefits from public spending to private individuals. The methods have ranged
from (more or less) conti, 'led experiments in the form of referenda, to revealed preference
approaches through voting behavior, to direct measurementof behavioralhypotheses.
However, the success of such approaches has been doubtful; in the absence of a market
mechanism, the unobservabilityof preferences remains a formidableproblem.
More recently, much attention has been paid to the behavioral response of the private
sector within the frameworkof macroeconomic,and in particular fiscal, policy. Specifically,
several researchers have argueAthat some public expenditures may not have the
macroeconomicimpact usually assumed in conventionaleconometric modelling. One
familiar example is the erosion of real wealthdue to inflation. Under inflationary
circumstances,interest rates are high because they incorporatean inflation premium over and
above the real return to capital. Interest payments on public debt, therefore; do not simply
reflect real interest rates; instead, they are also thoughtto compensatecreditors of
governmentfor the erosion of their real wealth. As a result, it is doubtful that nominal
interest receipts are entirely regarded as income by individuals; they are mostly construed as
a compensationfor inflation and, to the extent that real wealth has remained unchanged, are
likely to have little impact on the spendingdecisions of the private sector.
Such an interpretation, which is based on a strong notion of rationality on the part of
individuals,although an interesting theoreticalproposition, is ultimatelya hypothesissublect
to empirical verification. Additionally,the same price changes that explain the presence of
an inflation premium in interest payments, also imply the presence of an inflation tax which
allows the governmentto extract real resources withouta change in its real monetary
liabilities. On balance, therefore, it is not a priori clear what the effect of inflation on
stabilizationpolicy really is. Consequently,measuringcorrectly the interpretationof interest
paymentsby the private sector appears to be a preconditionfor a meaningfulevaluation of
fiscal policy.5

At a more general level, the effect of public spending on private consumption
behavior remains an underexploredarea of macroeconomicpolicy with potentiallyfar
reaching ramifications. To the extent that individualsregard public consumptionas a
substitutefor private consumption(as, for example, might be the case of school lunches or
health programs), it is reasonable to assume that private spendingmay be a decreasing
function of such governmentexpenditures. This is an important proposition, whichrmay
substantiallymodify the standard results obtained from conventionalmacro-economic
analysis.
One important implicationof such a proposition is that the traditional macroeconomic
analysis may also be inadequateinsofar as the stance of fiscal policy is gauged on the basis
5/
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-8 of only total expenditures(reflected in a global deficit figure) or, alternatively, insofar as
public output is regarded as a homogeneousentity. If the reaction of the private sector to
governmentspending depends on the nature of individualexpenditures,it is prssible that the
interpretationof a stabilizationprogram could be misleading, unless not only the total
amount, but also the cotyipositionof expendituresis properly investigated. In otl -,r words, a
disaggregatedframework of governmentactivitiesappears to be a prerequisite for measuring
the private sector's evaluationof governmentspending.
The measurementitself is a difficult task as it may not always be possible to
disentangle the influence of alternativepatterns of public expenditures on private
consumptionfrom other exogenous factors. But at the same time, the proper interpretation
of the conceptual issues may have such important implicationsfor the conduct of fiscal
policy, that an empirical investigationof the problem would probably ae an inevitable course
of action. Theory alone cannotprovide an answer, although it always raises questions.
6.

Conclusions

This essay has discussedthe conceptualissues associated with the explanationand
interpretation of governmentgrowth in the past few decades, the evaluationof public output
on the part of private individuals, and the effectivenessof fiscal policy under certain
behavioral modificationsin the presumptiveresponses of the private sector to public
expenditures. The major conclujsionsmay be summarizedas follows:
First, the principal-agentapproach provides a good explanationfor the observed
growth of government and suggeststhat waste in the public sector may be directly related to
the behavior of bureaucracy under a system of representativedemocracy. It also points out
the difficulties in using a unique criterion for the evaluationof public output.
Second, if we abstract from the question of allocative efficiency, issues related to the
distributionaland stabilizationaspects of fiscal policy must take into considerationthe "true"
benefits of public programs, as they are perceived by the recipients. The implicationhere is
that, unless decision makers are relativelycertain about the evaluation of public output by the
private sector, the latter may respond in such a way as to effectively nullify the specific
governmentaction.
Third, the practical implicationof this analysis is that more empirical work is
necessary towards the measurementof the private sector response to public sector activities.
An important corollary of this reasoning is that the modellingof fiscal policy, especiallyon
the expenditure side, should be done at a disaggregatedlevel with a view to isolating the
hypothesesabout the behavioral responses of the private sector to individualpublic programs.
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